Abstract-Authoring context-aware, interactive video representation is usually a complex process. A user-friendly multimedia authoring environment is thus solicited to explore and express users' design ideas efficiently and naturally. In this paper we present a sketch-based two-layer representation, called scene structure graph (SSG), to facilitate the video authoring process. One layer in SSG uses sketches as a concise form with which the visualization of scene information is easily understood and the other layer uses a graph to represent and edit the narrative structure in the authoring process. With SSG, the authoring process works in two stages. In the first stage, various sketch forms such as symbols and hand-drawing illustrations are used as basic primitives to annotate the video clips and the hyperlinks encoding spatio-temporal relations are established in SSG. In the second stage, sketches in SSGs are modified and new SSG is composed for any particular authoring purpose. Three user studies are elaborated, showing that the SSG is user-friendly and can achieve a good balance between expressiveness of users' intent and ease of use for authoring of interactive video.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE digital technological revolution has generated a considerable collection of video data from our daily life. Interactive video authoring now plays an important role in multimedia computing and understanding. Authoring is the collection, selection, preparation, and presentation of information to one or more readers by an author [8] . The collection of original video clips do not support abstraction and interaction other than viewing. For the downstream selection and preparation, annotations on video clips are important to fill in the semantic gap between low-level image features and high-level queries. At the step of information presentation, efficient visualization is important to reduce the authoring burden of users. In this paper, we propose to use sketch representation for both annotation and visualization of video contents, which serves as an efficient video authoring tool. The final output of the authoring process can be in either MPEG-7 [33] or W3C's SMIL 3.0 [4] , and is not the emphasis of this paper.
The purpose of multimedia authoring is that people communicate message with each other using various media forms. Previous work on video authoring (e.g., in [3] and [38] ) uses design primitives including texts, captions, keyframes, and videos. Captions, as well as text annotations, can provide valuable semantic information for understanding media [6] , [26] . However, different countries may use different written languages and thus using text may find obstacles in a multi-linguistic environment such as those on the internet. Keyframe is another widely used format to summarize the video content [20] , [43] . Compared to texts, keyframes are effective in representing visual content of a video sequence and do not have the text recognition problem in a multi-linguistic environment. However, in most video clips, keyframes are static natural images that are well known to be statistically redundant [39] : among all the visual cues in a natural image, human subjects can only see a small fraction. Distinguished from natural images, sketches are concise forms of pictorial information which have rich semantic meanings and summarize well the visual context of videos [7] . In our study, we propose to use sketches in a video authoring environment for both video annotation and visualization.
Video authoring is a design process. It is desired by users to rapidly explore, compare, and communicate diverse design ideas with high-level semantic information in an early design process. Nowadays, common users still prefer working with pen and paper, and use freehand sketches to quickly communicate and record ideas, which help them determine what the early design looks like [12] , [28] , [30] . In human-computer interaction, the sketch-based interface explores a point in the tradeoff between expressiveness and naturalness [23] . In the application of video annotations, complex message can be conveyed with a single sketch, as an old saying said "A good picture is worth a thousand words". For visualization, users can also sketch the structure of visual layout indicating how to integrate video clips, by retrieving and establishing hyperlinks between video clips and sketch annotations. Eventually, video authoring can be achieved by integrating related video sources based on the visual layout structures.
In this paper, we propose to use sketches to annotate and visualize the content of video resource. First, various sketch forms such as symbols and hand-drawing illustrations are used to annotate the video clips, serving as knowledge creation and extraction in video authoring. Then these sketches are automatically arranged into a scene structure representation and user can further edit the representation in a sketch-based interface, serving as knowledge reuse in video authoring. The contributions of this work include using various sketch forms for video annotations and utilizing two-layer scene structure graph (SSG) that serves as a concise and easy-to-use form for video authoring. Three user studies are elaborated, showing the advantages of 1) sketch-based annotations, 2) sketch-based video visualization, and 3) sketch-based SSG representations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the related work. Section III presents the concept of SSG, with which the authoring process works in two stages. In Sections IV and V, the two stages, annotation and authoring stages, are presented in detail. In Section VI, user experience of various sketch representations is discussed. In Section VII, we conclude the presented work and outline directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In a video authoring process, to help user easily extract and organize video content in an abstract interaction, several key techniques are involved, including video annotation, summarization/visualization, and retrieval. Below we briefly summarize some works that relate to ours.
A. Video Annotation
Semantic annotations on videos can provide valuable information for media understanding [11] . Both automatic and manual annotations are explored in video annotation research. Automatic annotation methods usually segment videos into shots and extract low-level features from shots to describe video content. Automatic annotation is done by building model based on low-level features for each keyword in a vocabulary, e.g., the multiple Bernoulli relevance model in [9] . Based on whether a training set is used or not, supervised (e.g., [46] ) and unsupervised (e.g., [35] ) methods have been proposed for automatic video annotation. Although significant advances have been made in recent years, state-of-the-art automatic video annotations still confront with the obstacles from the large variance and diversity of video data as well as the limited size of training data.
Manual annotations are particularly useful for allowing users to create time-based and personalized annotations of videos. A typical work was presented in [13] . By providing a predictive timing algorithm for temporal alignment of annotations with video content, in [13] several advantages of manual annotations are summarized: 1) allow personalized time-based annotations; 2) allow multiple-video aggregation; 3) allow multiple-users integration; 4) allow timed navigation by using hyperlinks with annotations. In all these previous works [13] , [35] , [46] , captions, keywords, or keyframes are used for video annotations. In this paper, we propose that users draw sketches to annotate the videos. A user study by comparing annotations using keywords, keyframes, and sketches is performed in Section VI-A, showing the advantage of sketch-based annotations.
B. Video Summarization and Visualization
Many video summarization methods have been proposed and a good survey was presented in [43] . Most of these methods extract a small collection of salient images and display them in different ways. Ueda et al. [44] used a moving icon associated with each keyframe to represent a shot, whose depth of 3-D structure is reflected by its time length. Yeung et al. [48] arranged keyframes into a poster, using temporal order to represent its dynamic content. Taniguchi et al. [42] proposed a PanoramaExcerpts system to synthesize keyframes for panning or tilting a shot. Taniguchi's method was limitedly used in videos with slow-motion shots. Video snapshot [32] presented a summarization of keyframes in a pictorial form based on content analysis techniques, including three ingredients, i.e., an attention model, image quality analysis, and video structurization. Hua et al. [17] proposed a video booklet system by arranging a set of thumbnails on a predefined set of templates in various forms. These video summarization methods rarely use the contextual information like motion cues or relationship among these cues. However, these information is important and frequently appeared in video clips, as demonstrated by Synopsis [37] .
Storyboard is another popular representation of video content, which is desired by filmmakers to communicate design ideas with others. Some recent works have been proposed to improve traditional storyboard representation for video retrieval and visualization [7] , [10] . However, these works focus on the visualization of only one video clip that ignore the overall structure and relationships between similar objects in different video clips. In this paper, we enrich and extend the storyboard form into an SSG that integrates various cues and can be used to visualize the narrative structure in a video authoring process. Closely related to our work, a novel video summarization system was proposed in [6] that also uses a relational graph. However, texts and keyframes were used as primitives in [6] , while in our work we consistently use sketches for video visualization as we did in video annotations. A user study comparing keyword-, keyframe-, and sketch-based visualizations is presented in Section VI-B.
C. Content-Based Video Retrieval and Recommendation
One major task of video annotation and video summarization is to provide meaningful accesses to content-based video retrievals [7] , [47] . Compared to the text-based retrieval according to textual relevance, content-based retrieval relies on visual content similarity for searching conceptual relevant videos. There is a large body of research on content-based or concept-based video retrieval [24] , among which only a few works used freehand sketch queries [5] , [7] . The viewpoint was supported in [7] that people recall events in video using episodic memory and sketches are particularly suitable for episode description.
Most content-based video retrieval methods assume that the user can input a precise information in keywords or pictorial forms. However, people usually start with a fuzzy and inaccurate idea in a video authoring process, and thus contextual video recommendation based on user's historical and current preferences is much desired. Most conventional recommendation systems heavily rely on a sufficient collection of user profiles [2] .
By integrating multimodal relevance and user feedback, a pioneer work was presented in [34] in which the presented contextual video recommendation does not need a sufficient collection of user profiles. In our study, based on user's sketching behavior, the video authoring process is run in an interactive way such that when the user sketches the SSG to layout the narrative structure, the recommended videos are more relevant to that particular user.
D. Video Authoring
One key in video authoring is to specify the individual components and their relationships in a video document, based on a collection of video resource. It involves collecting, structuring, and presenting information in digital videos [8] . The goal of an interactive presentation of authoring video is to convey and communicate message with people. In [3] , the paradigms for authoring multimedia documents were categorized into four classes: structure-based, timeline-based, graph-based, and script-based. The study in [3] showed that there is no single method better than others to an authoring task and usually a combination is appropriate. Based on CMIFed [45] and SMIL language [4] , a structure-based authoring environment GRiNS was presented in [3] . By utilizing an SSG representation with a sketch-based interface, the authoring paradigm presented in this paper is a combination of structure-base and graph-based paradigms. In Section VI-C, a user study is presented to compare the expression power of our SSG-based authoring environment and a commercial structure-based authoring environment Adobe Encore CS4 [1] .
To represent the inter-relationship between individual components in authoring video, our SSG-based authoring environment supports using hyperlinks for navigation between concept-related video clips. This is inspired by the successful work of Hypervideo [38] in which the hyperlink structures help supporting the top-down authoring of hypervideo. For multimedia authoring, we also draw attentions from researches in hyper-media and hyper-linkage construction in website design. An authoring system Anedcote [14] was developed for a large-scale multimedia representation using texts and images. Anecdote supported various authoring styles to construct the scenario framework. Concepts of surrogate media and surrogate scene, which are similar to the SSG in our work, were developed in Anecdote. DENIM [25] was another typical authoring system of websites. The concept of site maps was developed in DENIM, which were high level representations of a site in which pages were grouped and depicted as labels. The functionality of site maps is also similar to the SSG in our work. Anecdote [14] and DENIM [25] emphasized the system framework of website authoring, while our work focuses on sketch-based annotation and visualization with a SSG representation for video authoring.
E. Sketch-Based Interface
Both Anedcote and DENIM systems utilize sketch-based interaction. Sketch-based interactive design can be dated back to the early 1960s when Ivan Sutherland published his seminal work on the Sketchpad [41] , in which he used a light pen to make drawings and create geometric primitives. Sketch-based interfaces have been successfully applied in many multimedia applications [23] , [27] , [30] . Closely related to our work, the segmentation, beautification, and grouping of ink through sketch-based interfaces were presented in Pegasus [18] and Flatland [36] . These systems parsed the strokes and recognize shapes, but they did not care about the collection of drawing cues and sketch contexts during the freeform writing process.
The key idea behind sketch-based interfaces is to mimic traditional paper-and-pencil-like drawing that represents a natural way of thinking and communicating ideas. In this paper, we introduce the sketching techniques into the video authoring process. A work related to ours was presented in [11] with the emphasis on object motion tracking. In this paper an interactive authoring environment is proposed to annotate and visualize video content using sketches. These sketches are then organized into SSGs to develop a narrative structure. A sketch-based interface is used in the proposed authoring process such that users can sketch out their mind like scribbling on physical paper.
III. SSG-BASED VIDEO AUTHORING
In this work, we propose to use sketch-based annotation and visualization for video authoring (refer to Fig. 1 ). Based on sketch representation, we develop an SSG to represent and edit the narrative structure in an authoring process. First we regard the video summarization as a model-based semantic visualization that maps the screen display to the users' perception. Here the meaning of perception follows the Gestalt law [22] that concerns about grouping elementary perceptual elements into larger structures and understanding the relation between visual stimuli and their perceptions. In a quantitative model, video summarization is a visualization model , where is the database of video clips and is the set of visualization primitives. For a particular authoring purpose, should optimize the quantity of perception , where is a set of free parameters in the model.
The proposed video annotation and visualization method uses sketches as visualization primitives and works as follows. First various forms of sketches are annotated in video clips [refer to Fig. 2(a) ], by either user sketching or auto-extraction from keyframes. Two forms of sketch-based annotations are presented in Section IV-A. For video visualization, is a canvas that can be quickly perceived by the users and we define by a scene structure graph (to be defined below). One clip may have more than one sketch annotation. Let be the set of sketches annotated in a clip . These sketches are then organized into an elementary for each clip , using the layout algorithm presented in Section IV-B. Several elementary can be further edited and combined together to form a larger graph [refer to Fig. 2(b) ]. For efficient communication, the proposed authoring environment (refer to Fig. 1 ) uses a paper-and-pencil-like sketching interface, with which users can design by sketching, searching, and modifying their idea interactively with immediate and continuous visual feedback, and thus achieve optimized perception of video summarization.
Definition 1: The scene structure graph is a visualization model that is represented by two layers: a visualization layer and a graph layer.
• The visualization layer uses sketches to present a semantic summarization of the narrative structure in a video authoring process. • In the graph layer, the nodes are sketched graphical objects. The arcs between nodes indicate the procedural information which also specify the conceptual relationship between nodes. Fig. 3 shows two examples of SSG representations. The parameters in are the conceptual relations such as spatio-temporal relations between the sketches in . In Section IV-B, we present a layout algorithm to optimize these spatio-temporal relations in a simple and efficient way.
The two-layer form of SSG can help users quickly overview the narrative structures and easily interact with video clips. To achieve a good quality of perception in a video authoring process, the authoring environment is composed of two stages: • Annotation stage. The user browses videos and annotates on shots using sketch forms in including symbols and hand-drawing illustrations. Then an elemental is generated for each clip by using the sketch set on .
• Authoring stage. The user designs composite SSGs with high quality to visualize and edit the narrative structure for a particular authoring purpose. During the authoring process, the user can draw sketches or search in the elemental SSGs. Parts or whole structures in elemental SSGs can then be reused for the new SSG design. We found that SSG reusability is particularly useful in video authoring.
IV. SKETCH-BASED ANNOTATIONS
Different primitives can be used for video visualization , such as handwritten keywords, images or animations, etc. Since automatically summarizing videos with semantic information are computationally expensive, difficult, and tend to be very domain specific [43] , in the proposed authoring environment, the tradeoff for this requirement is that we use sketch-based annotations as a kind of primitives to facilitate video structurization and visualization. Sketch-based annotations can enrich and extend the content of video. From the interaction point of view, taking annotations when watching video clips is a means of marking up in order to facilitate the interpretation and the understanding of its content.
A. Sketches for Annotations
Drawing annotations in a video clip has always been a timeconsuming work to users, partly due to the sheer volume of video material that must be repeatedly viewed and recalled. In order to reduce the repeated work to an acceptable degree, we provide a user interface enabling users to sketch annotations with two forms:
• Annotation using keyframe-based sketches. The user selects several keyframes in clips. Then the coherent line Fig. 4 . Keyframe-based sketch generation [21] : the background structure is removed by gesture operations.
drawing algorithm [21] is applied to detect regions of interest and generate smooth and stylistic lines that serves as the sketches. Two examples are shown in Fig. 4 . Users can further modify the sketches using gesture operations inherent in sketch-based interface, in which by mimicking traditional paper-and-pencil styles, the gestures identified by freehand sketch strokes include geometries (line, circle, arc, and free curves, etc.) and editing operations (selection, moving, rotation and zoom in\out, deletion, and cancellation, etc.).
• Annotation with sketchbook. If users do not like sketching by themselves, they can search, browse and pick up an appropriate sketch in a sketchbook collected in the system. The annotation in Fig. 2(a) is a sketch in the book under category "mountain". The sketchbook is growing when more and more sketches are generated using the above two manners.
B. Elemental SSG Generation
Each video clip could contain a set of several sketches and we generate an elemental for each clip . For an optimized perception , the structure in should be reused for later video authoring. In our study, the set of parameters are spatio-temporal relations that determine the layout of sketches in . The layout algorithm details are presented as follows.
First the nodes in SSG represented by sketches are resized based on their contributions to the whole clip. Currently we use the spanned time (duration) of shot containing that sketch as a measure of importance. Let be the importance of the th node.
is used to describe the importance rate of the th node:
To avoid near zero contribution of very tiny sketches, a threshold value 0.05 is used. Denote the size of visualization canvas of SSG by , where are width and height of the canvas. To make all nodes fit canvas size, we resize each sketch with a ratio , where and represents the overall covering rate of sketches, e.g., means the whole map is completely covered by sketches.
To make the map nodes properly aligned in visualization canvas, we define the conceptual relations using a penalty function:
(1) where are weights that balance the contributions of (their meanings will be defined below) to the penalty function and . In our current implementation, we use parameters . In (1), represents the overlay area among sketches and represents the number of cross-intersections of the story line (will be defined below).
in (1) represents the temporal constraints. We assume that in a properly aligned visualization canvas, the sketch with the earlier timestamp should lie to top-left of the later one as much as possible. The penalty for disordered time sequence is defined as if otherwise if otherwise where is the barycenter coordinate of sketch . in (1) is a relation parameter representing spatial constraints. We use both the ratio between center distance and similarity between two nodes to represent their relation penalty:
where is the Euclidean distance between centers of nodes and and is measured by the words-of-interest method [29] , is a balance weight, and is a feature vector that contains various high-level semantic features:
where we define if otherwise and . The variables in the penalty function are center positions of all the sketches in . Usually the number of sketches in each video clip is less than 10 and the dimension of is not large. Then the storage is not a serious constraint in numerical optimization. To minimize the function , we use the direction-set method whose storage is of order . For the start and end points of the curve, two additional constraints are given:
One example of elemental SSG generation is shown in Fig. 5 . After generating an initial elemental SSG, users can further modify it using sketches with pen strokes. The elemental SSG is similar to schematic storyboard proposed in [10] , but with a different purpose. Schematic storyboard is based on an extended frame layout (one kind of panorama) and is suitable for applications including video summarization, assembly instructions, and camera motion illustrations, etc. The elemental SSG is designed with a visualization layer and a graph layer. This two-layer representation is suitable for video authoring as demonstrated in the user experience, presented in Section VI.
V. VIDEO AUTHORING WITH SSGS
Based on sketch annotations, in a video authoring process, the user can sketch his/her idea using freeform strokes and the authoring environment infers the user's intent and executes the appropriate operations, such as searching for similar sketches, recommending related video clips, and manipulating (cut, paste and group) elemental SSGs into a new SSG, etc. During the interactive authoring process, a new, composite SSG is formed, which represents the narrative structure among different video clips. 
A. Sketch Similarity Based on User Profile
We use our previous work [29] to extract a set of feature vectors from an annotated sketch , which is briefly summarized below. Given a sketch , we first find a bounding rectangle of . Then 100 points are randomly sampled in . Let be one fifth of the diagonal length of . For each sample point , we locate a circle of length centered at . The circle is partitioned into 20 radial bins to form a histogram (Fig. 6) . Let be the pixels representing the sketch image. Given a histogram at sample point , a feature vector is defined as where is the number of pixels that fall into the different radial bins. Finally all the feature vectors are normalized with magnitude 1. The similarity between two feature vectors is measured by . Each annotated sketch contributes 100 feature vectors. Based on the bag-of-word (BoW) model in [40] , we apply the K-means clustering on the feature vectors of all the annotated sketches to build a visual vocabulary, in which each visual word is a representative feature vector in a cluster. In [40] , all the visual words in the vocabulary are of equal importance. In our study, we extract words-of-interest (WoI) from BoW according to user sketching history during the authoring process, based on a feature transfer technique proposed below.
Note that sketches in annotation and authoring stages may be drawn by different users. We use a Markov chain model to select WoI based on user sketching history at the authoring stage. First the visual vocabulary is considered as a finite state space of a Markov chain model. In principle, visual words with higher probability to occur in the user sketching history are selected as WoI. Let the user sketching history be represented as a weighted vector of visual words , where is a visual word in the vocabulary, is the size of the vocabulary, and is the frequency of the visual word appeared in the vocabulary. The spatial proximity of two visual words is defined by where are the th and th instances of visual words , respectively. The higher similarity two visual words have, the more possibilities a feature transfer from one visual word to the other. We define the visual word transfer probability matrix as where is the total number of visual words. The conditional probability that visual word occurs in the user sketching history is defined to be , where is the number of features appeared in the user sketching history. Then the initial state distribution of the Markov chain model can be formulated as By using visual words, a sketch is similar to a textual document. It was proved in [16] that a Markov chain used for representing such a document is ergodic. So the limit state distribution exists and we run a sufficient large number of steps (100 in our experiments) to obtain . Based on , the visual words are sorted based on the probability of occurrence and the top 30% visual words in the vocabulary are selected as WoI and the remainders are non-WoI. Now any sketch can be represented by a weighted vector of WoI and a vector of non-WoI . Let and be the frequency vectors of WoI and non-WoI, respectively. In the proposed authoring environment, the dissimilarity of two sketches is defined by the distance metric (2) where are the frequency vectors of non-WoI of sketches respectively, and are the frequency vector of WoI of , respectively. We use in all our experiments.
B. Video Recommendation and SSG Composition
In the proposed authoring environment, once video contents are annotated and visualized by sketches, the user begins to construct a new SSG for realizing a rough authoring idea. At a particular node of SSG, the user can sketch a meaningful drawing that is representative for a particular authoring purpose. The authoring environment will search the database by matching the user-input sketches with annotated sketches that are hyperlinked to the clips (Figs. 7 and 8) . From the top matched sketches (e.g., within 10% highest ranks), the authoring environment automatically recommends the most related candidate video clips to the user. The candidate list is displayed in a panel in the interface (Fig. 8) , from which the user can view, drag and lay down desired ones into the node of SSG.
Sketch matching using metric (2) recommends related video clips for a particular node of the SSG under design. The elemental SSG of that video clip can then be reused for the designed SSG. Standard graph techniques [15] are adopted to enhance the reusability of elemental SSGs:
• Classical radial layout algorithms [15] are used to dynamically adjust and visualize the graph layer in SSGs.
• Diverse graph operations are supported: select subgraphs, modify nodes' positions for a better arrangement, add or delete edges to modify the spatio-temporal relations, etc.
• Several subgraphs can be combined to make a composite SSG graph. The composite SSG graph should be connected and we dynamically monitor this property using the graph scanning algorithm that runs in linear time in terms of the number of graph nodes.
One example of SSG composition is shown in Fig. 9 . First, user designs by sketching a SSG and the authoring environment maintains the two layers of that SSG (top-left in Fig. 9 ). At a particular node, user matches that node's sketch to the database and the authoring environment recommends some most similar sketches. Given the video clip containing the matched sketch (top-right in Fig. 9 ), the user selects subgraphs and composites two SSG subgraphs into a new SSG (bottom in Fig. 9 ). The user experience presented in Section VI shows that the sketch-based video annotation and visualization can reduce users' cognitive load during the authoring process.
VI. USER EXPERIENCE
The presented sketch-based authoring environment aims to provide an efficient and intuitive tool, through an integration of the sketch-based annotations and SSG representation of narrative structures in a video authoring process. The authoring environment has been tested in devices with diverse displaying scales, including a Toshiba Tablet PC in Fig. 1 , a Wacom Tablet with a HP Compaq computer in Fig. 10 , an ultra-mobile personal computer (UMPC) in the left of Fig. 11 (for mobile computing) and an interactive whiteboard in the right of Fig. 11 (for a large-scale representation). A demo video showing the authoring process with different interactive devices is submitted along with this paper.
To test the usability and gain feedback about the functionality of the presented sketch-based authoring environment, three user studies have been conducted. For a consistent evaluation, the Wacom 17-inch Tablet was used in all three studies. A UMPC and an interactive whiteboard were also used in the third study. The first study evaluated different video annotation methods, including typed keywords, keyframes, and sketches. The second study evaluated different video content visualization methods, using keywords, keyframes, and sketches, respectively. The third study evaluated the video authoring process by comparing the commercial system Adobe Encore and our sketch-based environment.
A. Video Annotations With Keywords, Keyframes, and Sketches
Participants. Sixteen participants from a Chinese university were invited, including 7 females and 9 males. Their ages range from 23 to 37. They were divided into two groups of equal size.
Methods. Five video clips were provided to them, whose lengths ranged from 2 to 8 min. One group was asked to annotate these video clips using typed keywords, keyframes, and sketches, respectively (Fig. 12) . After annotations, the other group was asked to evaluate how well each type of annotations characterizes the clips, by rating with "excellent", "good", "fair", "poor", and "bad". We use scores from 5 to 1, which is a variant of the ITU-R five-point quality scale [19] . At the end of this experiment, an informal interview was made to participants about how they felt about the flexibility and usability of different annotation methods.
Results. We collected the subjects' evaluation and averaged the scores over five clips. The mean score results are presented in Fig. 13 , which shows that sketch-based annotations have the highest scores. A repeated measure ANOVA was conducted and the results showed that the main effect of different annotation methods was significant, . The results of the pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed that
• There was significant difference between sketch ( ) and keyword ( ) annotations, . • There was also significant difference between sketch ( ) and keyframe ( ) annotations, . About the informal interview, 75% participants (12 of 16) thought that keywords are intuitive for video annotation, while keyframe-and sketch-based annotations convey more visual information.
B. Video Visualization With Keywords, Keyframes, and SSGS
Participants. The same set of 16 participants were invited in this experiment. They were familiar with different annotations after the first experiment.
Methods. Visualization of six video clips (Fig. 14) , using keywords, keyframes, and SSGs, respectively, was presented to the participants. After presentation, they were asked to rank how much the three visualization methods match the video contents. For each video clip, the five-point scores evaluated by participants were averaged into a mean score.
Results. For six video clips, the mean score vectors of keyword-, keyframe-, and SSG-based visualizations are , and , respectively. In this experiment, SSG-based visualization has the highest score. A repeated measure ANOVA was conducted and the results showed that the main effect of different visualization methods was significant, . The results of the pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed that
• There was significant difference between SSG-based ( ) and keyword-based ( ) visualizations, .
• There was also significant difference between SSG-based ( ) and keyframe-based ( ) visualizations, . At the end of experiment, an informal interview with participants revealed that more than a half of participants thought that sketch-based visualization using SSG represents more contextual information than the other two representations.
C. Video Authoring by Adobe Encore and SSG Representation
We hypothesize that based on the understanding of two-layer representation in SSG, users can easily author videos in a cogni- Participants. The same set of 16 participants were invited in this experiment. They were familiar with sketch-based annotation and visualization.
Method. The participants had been trained for Adobe Encore CS4 by watching the tutorial demo video. To use the SSG-based authoring environment, Wacom 17-inch Tablet (Fig. 10) was used as the platform. The test database includes 30 video clips downloaded from the Internet, in which 6 are about the China national stadium. Sketch-based annotations had been input in the database. The authoring task is to create an interactive tour guide that introduces athletic sports in the Olympic Park at Beijing. Given this particular task, participants were asked to find clips related to the task and structurize them in any form, using Adobe Encore and SSG representation, respectively (Fig. 15) . After completing the authoring task, the participants also watched the demo videos of SSG-based authoring using devices of UMPC (left in Fig. 11 ) and interactive whiteboard (right in Fig. 11 ). Then a questionnaire was presented to the participants to record their opinions about the authoring process. Fig. 17 shows the questionnaire in which most items are self-explanatory. For item , consistency/inconsistency checks whether the content layout and interaction behaviors in different operating interfaces are consistent or not. For item , satisfaction means that the user experience is good. Results. We record the total time of participants used to complete the authoring task. The results are presented in Fig. 16 . A repeated measure ANOVA was conducted and showed that the main effect of the authoring methods was significant, , i.e., authoring using SSG representation ( ) achieves significantly better time efficiency than Adobe Encore ( ). At the end of experiment, the participants completed the questionnaire in Fig. 17 . The results are summarized below:
• 94% of participants (15 of 16) gave positive feedback about sketch-based interface and SSG-based authoring process.
• 88% of participants (14 of 16) ranked SSG as a useful and convenient method for understanding the overall structure during authoring process. • 69% of participants (11 of 16) thought that sketch-based operations are interesting and fun. • 81% of participants (13 of 16) gave positive feedback about the portable device (UMPC shown in the left of Fig. 11 ) using sketch-based interface.
• 56% of participants (9 of 16) gave positive feedback about sketch-based authoring with the large interactive whiteboard shown in the right of Fig. 11 .
VII. CONCLUSION
Sketching is prevalent at the design process, and common users intend to adopt freehand sketching as the main method of communicating their ideas. In this paper, we present an interactive video authoring environment which uses sketches to facilitate the annotation and visualization of video contents. From the viewpoint of knowledge engineering, annotation by sketches can be regarded as knowledge extraction and representation, and video content visualization and reorganization using SSG can be regarded as knowledge creation and reuse. In the presented authoring environment, SSG with two-layer representation and simple sketching tools are provided. Three user studies have been conducted, showing that with the aid of SSG and sketching tools, users can easily annotate and author videos in a way which helps improve user experience in an early-stage design process.
Limitations of the presented method. Currently the proposed interactive authoring environment only supports simple sketching styles. It is difficult to have a precise understanding about complicated sketches. Although the two-layer integrated representation of SSG helps alleviate some of these problems, in the authoring process, users still prefer to provide sketches of different complexities based on complexities of authoring tasks. Future research will extend this work to cover sketch understanding with domain knowledge and support adaptive sketching based on a user attention model akin to the one in [31] . She is an Associate Professor with the Institute of Software, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Her research interests include human-computer interaction and multimedia computing.
